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Never have a false
sense of security.
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PCI compliance is not a single event, but an ongoing process.
The Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCI DSS)
was established by the major card brands. All businesses that
process, store, or transmit payment card data are required to
implement the standard to prevent cardholder data theft.

SIMPLIFY
PCI COMPLIANCE
PCI compliance can be frustrating for small businesses with little or no
technical expertise. Since 2001, SecurityMetrics has developed methods
for PCI compliance allowing you to:
• Quickly Understand What You Need To Do – How you
process payment cards determines your PCI requirements.
SecurityMetrics provides both Compliance Consultants and an
online tool called SecurityMetrics Expert to help you quickly
discover your PCI compliance requirements.
• Achieve and Maintain PCI Compliance – PCI compliance is not
a single event, but an ongoing process. As your technology and
card-processing situations change, SecurityMetrics PCI Focus
is designed to help you achieve and maintain PCI compliance.
• Get Professional and Experienced Support – SecurityMetrics
Support is well trained and experienced to help you get your
questions answered. Whether your merchants prefer live phone
support or chat, SecurityMetrics Support’s goal is simple: ensure
you know how to integrate Payment Card Industry requirements
in your business.

SecurityMetrics simplifies PCI compliance for you
and has expert solutions to help you understand,
validate, and maintain compliance with payment
card processing requirements.
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ACCESS EXPERT
COMPLIANCE TOOLS
As criminals shift their focus towards small
businesses, the following SecurityMetrics PCI
compliance tools provide an edge to protect
you and your customer’s sensitive data:
• PCI Approved Scanning –
To detect threatening vulnerabilities
surrounding your business network,
SecurityMetrics provides unlimited
industry-leading scans using its
proprietary scanning engine
• Data Security Education –
As you fulfill your PCI requirements,
SecurityMetrics provides you with
video tutorials, security bulletins,
reports, and articles covering solutions
to current data security challenges
• Thorough Compliance Tracking –
Your business is provided with an
online compliance reporting center
allowing you to easily track your PCI
progress, view your compliance grade,
access compliance reports, scan
reports, video tutorials, glossaries and
other compliance assists for accurate
compliance validation.
• Simplified Bank Reporting –
Reporting PCI compliance to your
merchant processor couldn’t be easier,
once you validate PCI compliance your
bank is automatically informed of your
status quarterly or annually.

• Responsive Call Center – You don’t
have to worry about an automated
phone system, long wait times, or cold
transfers. SecurityMetrics has the
largest in-house PCI support in the
world with an average inbound call
pickup time of 17 seconds.
• Security Policy Template – To help
train employees on secure operating
procedures and meet security policy
requirements, SecurityMetrics
provides a security policy template
to PCI Focus customers.
• Antivirus Software – By utilizing
Antivirus Essentials, you will be able to
protect against malware. You will also
receive 24/7 support from Sophoscertified SecurityMetrics support
agents, who will help you set up and
manage your antivirus software.
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FULL-SERVICE PCI
COMPLIANCE PARTNER
To simplify your PCI compliance efforts, when
you take advantage of SecurityMetrics you
will benefit from the following:
• Full-Service PCI Expertise –
With expertise in PCI assessments,
forensic incident response,
vulnerability scanning, penetration
testing, card data discovery, security
appliances, PA-DSS application
security assessments, training, and
consulting; SecurityMetrics is one
of only a few companies that hold
credentials for all aspects of PCI.
• Expert Review and Advice on
Vulnerabilities – Leveraging its host of
security professionals with expertise in
every aspect of PCI and network security,
SecurityMetrics provides expert review
and advice on discovered vulnerabilities.

• Fair, No-Surprise Pricing –
SecurityMetrics offers simple and
straightforward pricing with a single
bid that won’t change.
• Superior Scanning Technology –
Leveraging thousands of vulnerability
scripts that continuously update as
they are released, SecurityMetrics
scans for and reports on security holes
that could enable backdoors, buffer
overflows, denial of service, and other
types of attacks. SecurityMetrics web
application scanning can even discover
SQL injection issues specific to your
own custom website programming.
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ABOUT SECURITYMETRICS
We secure peace of mind for organizations that handle
sensitive data. We hold our tools, training, and support
to a higher, more thorough standard of performance and
service, so you never have a false sense of security.
We are a PCI certified Approved Scanning Vendor (ASV),
Qualified Security Assessor (QSA), Certified Forensic
Investigator (PFI), and Managed Security provider with
over 20 years of data security experience. From local
shops to some of the world’s largest brands, we help
all businesses achieve data security through managed
services and compliance mandates (PCI, HIPAA, GDPR,
HITRUST). We have tested over 1 million systems for
data security and compliance.
Get more information on PCI Programs here:
Go to Site
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